WEBCON BPS 2019.1
history of changes for version 2019.1.4.81
New features
[Modern form]
l

Moving along the path using the PATH_ID parameter provided in the instance's
URL is now available. Moving along the path using URL is available only for
paths marked as "Quick paths" in the step configuration. This functionality is now
available for the form in Modern on Portal mode.

[Processes]
l

For Standalone installation - it is now possible to use the Absence process
wizard. Absence process in Standalone installation is based on MODERN form
and does not allow to use following form fields: "Vacation summary" and
"Vacation chart".

Information
[Actions]
l

Added TLS 1.1 and TLS 1.2 protocol support for actions and data sources that
invoke SOAP Web services.

Bug fixes
[General]
l

Fixed an issue with the Export-Import mechanism, the identifiers in "Generate an
Excel file" actions should now be updated correctly.

l

Fixed an error with SOLR re-indexation that would cause an exception if a "#"
value was found in a choice field.

l

Fixed the numbering of Actions in the automatically generated documentation.

l

Fixed typos in value filters in WEBCON BPS Portal reports.

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Start buttons added to dashboards that have been embedded on a SharePoint
site should now work correctly.

Fixed an error within the WEBCON BPS installer that caused the exception:
'Cannot find either column "dbo" or the user-defined function or aggregate
"dbo.GetDbDate"'.

Improved the import-export mechanism for environments with complex
processes.

Fixed an issue with the "required" mechanism for attachment columns on item
lists - the user should now correctly be able to move to the next step once an
attachment is added.

Fixed an issue with saving a multilingual form field while feeding the value to it
by another form field.

Fixed an issue with the mechanism generating automatic documentation
which in some cases caused an exception "Criterion type not supported".

Fixed an error of the user synchronization with AAD mechanism which in some
cases caused a synchronization exception.

Fixed an issue with handling the download of the AccountExpires value which
in some cases caused an exception while synchronizing user list with the AD.

Fixed an issue in the installer when using the Standalone configuration. BPS
Search settings should now update correctly.

l

Fixed an error which prevented creating a vacation report in WEBCON BPS
Studio.

[Applications]
l

l

l

l

Improved how translations are displayed in the "Suggested reports" control.

Fixed an error that would cause an exception when attempting to change the
order of reports on WEBCON BPS Portal.

Added a feature of using groups in report display configuration.

Fixed an issue with the alignment of the suggested reports control in the Safari
browser.

[Modern form]
l

l

l

Form rules that are defined to occur when the value of Choice feild changes
will only take effect if the selected value is validated.

Improved how RegEx validation messages are displayed for item list columns.

Fixed the search engine in choice form fields for the form displayed in the
Internet Explorer browser.

[Processes]
l

Fixed an issue which in some cases caused a timeout while saving a business
rule.

[Form fields]
l

l

l

Fixed an issue with 'Person or group' columns on item lists. The default value
should now be set correctly in columns of this type when adding a new row to
the item list.

Fixed an error that would cause an exception when a Choice field used a
SharePoint list as a data source, and that list contained an identifier referencing
a user that has been deleted from the Active Directory.

Fixed an issue which prevented from initializing the item list with negative

values in the floating-point column.

l

l

Fixed an issue with the import mechanism from Excel file to the item list while
configuring a "Person or group" column with groups.

Fixed an error that would cause an exception when attempting to add together
a large number of values in a calculated column of an item list.

[Actions]
l

l

Hyperlink actions that are configured to "Open in current window" and "Do not
save the current instance" should now work correctly.

Fixed an error causing an exception while configuring "Change value of
multiple fields" action.

[Rules]
l

Fixed a rounding issue for fractions calculated by from rules.

[Plugins]
l

Fixed an issue with the password while connecting to the service.

